
ina track roller size chart mm

  Our cpmpany offers different ina track roller, ina bearings, ina cam follower catalogue
pdf, track rollers at Wholesale Price?Here, you can get high quality and high efficient ina
track roller 

Track rollers, backup rollers and cam rollers | SchaefflerSchaeffler rolling bearings and plain
bearings: Track rollers, backup rollers and that identifies particularly high-performance products
under the INA and FAG 

Track rollers | Schaeffler GermanyINA track rollers series LR52 and LR53 are now available in
X-life quality. They can now transmit higher radial loads and have a longer service life thanks to
the Track rollers, backup rollers and cam rollers | SchaefflerSchaeffler rolling bearings and plain
bearings: Track rollers, backup rollers and that identifies particularly high-performance products
under the INA and FAG 
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V8A1RX-2
0

 -  - 355 mm 210 mm 116 mm  -  -  -

V38C14R
JAX-95

 -  -  -  -  -  - Tr 400x5  -

V38D14R
NX-95RC

 -  - 140.0000
mm

65.000
mm

 -  -  -  -

V38C14R
JBX-95

295 mm  -  - 80 mm  -  -  -  -

V8A1LX-2
0

 - 44 mm 78 mm 43 mm  -  -  -  -

V8A1L-20  -  - 47 mm 17 mm  - 41,7 mm  -  -
F-V8A1R

X-20
 -  -  -  -  - 22.2 mm  -  -

F-V8A1LX
-20

 -  - 340 mm 160 mm  -  -  - 204 mm

W-V8A1R
X-20

 - 27 mm 110 mm 50 mm  -  -  -  -

Track rollers | Schaeffler GermanyINA track rollers series LR52 and LR53 are now available in
X-life quality. They can now transmit higher radial loads and have a longer service life thanks to
the 

INA Cam Followers and Track Rollers - Grainger IndustrialSearching for INA Cam Followers
and Track Rollers? Grainger's got your back. Easy online ordering for the ones who get it done
along with 24/7 customer Track rollers, backup rollers and cam rollers | SchaefflerSchaeffler
rolling bearings and plain bearings: Track rollers, backup rollers and that identifies particularly
high-performance products under the INA and FAG 
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INA Yoke and Stud Type Track Rollers5. Yoke type track rollers. Sealed. PWTR..-2RS.
(optimised INA profile). B. C. D. d d2 r r1. 10. 9 0. 9. 1 a. 1) Values are only valid for bearings
marked as X-lifeTrack rollers | Schaeffler GermanyINA track rollers series LR52 and LR53 are
now available in X-life quality. They can now transmit higher radial loads and have a longer
service life thanks to the 

INA Yoke and Stud Type Track Rollers5. Yoke type track rollers. Sealed. PWTR..-2RS.
(optimised INA profile). B. C. D. d d2 r r1. 10. 9 0. 9. 1 a. 1) Values are only valid for bearings
marked as X-lifeTrack rollers | Schaeffler GermanyINA track rollers series LR52 and LR53 are
now available in X-life quality. They can now transmit higher radial loads and have a longer
service life thanks to the 
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